
Discover the Astonishing Journey of
Heist School Freshmen Alan
Gallauresi!
The Birth of a Mastermind Thief

Are you ready to delve into the captivating world of heists and

deception? Meet Alan Gallauresi, the newest prodigy at the

notorious Heist School. Join us as we explore the mesmerizing

journey of this extraordinary individual as he unveils his secrets to

becoming a renowned thief.

Unearthing Alan's Hidden Talents

From a young age, it was evident that Alan possessed an uncanny

ability to solve complex puzzles and outsmart his peers. He would

effortlessly manipulate situations to his advantage, leaving those

around him in awe. Little did anyone know that these skills would

lay the groundwork for his future success in the world of heists.

Captivating the Attention of Heist School Recruiters

To further enhance his abilities, Alan decided to attend Heist School, a prestigious

institution that nurtures the talents of aspiring thieves. With the establishment's

rigorous admission process, only the brightest minds are accepted, and Alan's

exceptional intellect caught the attention of Heist School recruiters.
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During the entrance exams, Alan showcased his ingenuity by concocting

elaborate plans to infiltrate impenetrable fortresses, outsmarting state-of-the-art

security systems. His impressive performance easily earned him a spot among

the esteemed Heist School Freshmen.

Unleashing the Art of Deception

At Heist School, Alan embarked on a journey of self-discovery,

learning from the best in the business. From the art of misdirection

to becoming a master of disguise, he delved deep into the

mechanics of deception. Alan's remarkable progress and constant

thirst for knowledge soon made him stand out among his

classmates.

Mastering the Skill of Lockpicking

One of the fundamental skills Alan honed during his time at Heist School was

lockpicking. With unparalleled precision and finesse, he could unlock intricate

locks, even the ones thought to be impenetrable. His techniques fascinated his

instructors, and they predicted an illustrious future for this young prodigy.
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Infiltrating High-Security Vaults

With his adeptness at lockpicking, Alan tackled the most challenging task

assigned at Heist School – infiltrating high-security vaults. Equipped with cutting-

edge technology, he learned to bypass intricate alarm systems and combination

locks. This formidable skill set opened doors to untold wealth waiting to be seized.

Extraordinary Heists Around the Globe

Upon graduating from Heist School, Alan wasted no time in

embarking on a series of audacious heists that left the world

stunned. From the breathtaking robbery at the Louvre, where he

managed to slyly retrieve a priceless artifact, to the spectacular

diamond heist at the prestigious London Diamond Exchange –

Alan's bold exploits have become legendary.

The Underground Network of Thieves

In his quest for greatness, Alan managed to infiltrate the secretive underground

network of thieves. He gained insights into their methods and tapped into the

wealth of knowledge shared among this exclusive group. With this newfound

advantage, he took his craft to unparalleled heights, constantly pushing the

boundaries of what was deemed possible.

The Legacy of Alan Gallauresi

Alan Gallauresi's illustrious career has solidified his place in the

hall of fame alongside the most legendary thieves in history. His

meticulous planning, audacious execution, and unwavering

determination have made him a remarkable figure in the world of

heists. As he continues to astound the world with his unparalleled



skills, one can only speculate on what extraordinary feats he will

achieve next.

Join the Journey

Prepare yourself for an exhilarating adventure alongside Alan Gallauresi, as he

unravels the secrets and intricacies of the mesmerizing world of heists. Brace

yourself for heart-pounding moments, unimaginable twists, and a fascinating

insight into the mind of a mastermind thief.
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Angelo Bastillo has just started high school, and already his life is over: dumped

by the dream girl he's been crushing on for years, hating every class, terrorized by

twin bullies, and forced to consult a suicide line in lieu of therapy by his

overprotective (and incredibly cheap) father. Then he, his best friend Drew Wales

and the geeky new kid in school, Lionel "Porno Name" Tang, stumble upon a

secret cache of dirty money that can make them rich -- if they can only find a way

to steal it. So, they decide to put together a team.

Meet their crew: Portia Wentworth, gorgeous drama club temptress with a secret,

now turned con artist. Kyle Williams is their hitman-for-hire computer hacker with

a heart of stone. And Charles Crewel, the "nice guy" star football player sidelined

with a season ending injury? Well, he's the muscle of the operation -- all 283

bone-crunching pounds of him. When the team adds the suspect assistance of a

mysterious senior class mastermind known only as "The Saint", all the pieces

begin to fall into place.

Now Angelo is ready to plan an incredible heist to pull off the big score. Everyone

is counting on him. But with his daily life full of complicated boy/girl drama,

depression, sub-minimum wage "character building", completely unnecessary

pop quizzes, and a truly unhealthy but incredibly satisfying amount of

videogames, can he finish the job and still manage to finish freshman year?

This "entertaining and brilliantly comic novel"* is sure to appeal to teens, fans of

young adult literature, crime buffs, people who still keep old episodes of Leverage

on their Tivo (even though their hard drive is getting pretty full) -- basically anyone

who ever went to high school and wished it could have been just a little bit more

thrilling and a whole lot funnier.

UPDATE: You can watch the trailer for Heist School Freshmen on my Amazon

Author Page (click my name at the top of the page.)



* From ReadersFavorite.com review by Julia Hopkinson.
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Unlocking the Secrets of Nonlinear Circuits
and Networks: Everything You Need to
Know!
What are Nonlinear Circuits? Nonlinear circuits are electrical circuits that

do not follow the linear relationship between the inputs and...
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